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Virtual cognitions (VCs) are a stream of simulated thoughts people hear while emerged in a virtual
environment, e.g. by hearing a simulated inner voice presented as a voice over. They can enhance
people’s self-efficacy and knowledge about, for example, social interactions as previous studies
have shown. Ownership and plausibility of these VCs are regarded as important for their effect,
and enhancing both might, therefore, be beneficial. A potential strategy for achieving this is the
synchronization of the VCs with people’s eye fixation using eye-tracking technology embedded in a
head-mounted display. Hence, this paper tests this idea in the context of a pre-therapy for spider and
snake phobia to examine the ability to guide people’s eye fixation. An experiment with 24 participants
was conducted using a within-subjects design. Each participant was exposed to two conditions: one
where the VCs were adapted to eye gaze of the participant and the other where they were not adapted,
i.e. the control condition. The findings of a Bayesian analysis suggest that credibly more ownership
was reported and more eye-gaze shift behaviour was observed in the eye-gaze-adapted condition
than in the control condition. Compared to the alternative of no or negative mediation, the findings
also give some more credibility to the hypothesis that ownership, at least partly, positively mediates
the effect eye-gaze-adapted VCs have on eye-gaze shift behaviour. Only weak support was found for

plausibility as a mediator. These findings help improve insight into how VCs affect people.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

• Eye-gaze-adaptive VCs have a positive effect on people’s perceived ownership of the VCs.
• Eye-gaze-adaptive VCs have a positive effect on the numbers of eye-gaze shifts after hearing an

instructional VC.
• The effect of eye-gaze-adaptive VCs on user’s eye-gaze behaviour is partially mediated by the user’s

ownership of VCs.

Keywords: eye tracking; eye-gaze adaptive; virtual cognitions; virtual reality exposure; spider phobia;
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The Effect of an Adaptive Simulated Inner Voice in VR 511

1. INTRODUCTION

Imagine that you are immersed in a virtual reality (VR) environ-
ment from a first-person perspective. You are sitting in a virtual
room. In front of you, a virtual spider crawls over the floor.
You hear a voice-over that aims to mimic your inner voice. It
speaks about the spider as part of an internal monologue of
thoughts. Would these thoughts you hear change your beliefs
about spiders? What if the content of these thoughts refer to
what your eyes are fixated on, so instead of the spider, the
couch? Would this content adaptation make these thoughts feel
more plausible and even feel more like your own thoughts?
Besides, would it make these thoughts, or in other words virtual
cognitions (VCs), more effective in influencing your behaviour
in VR? This paper presents a study that examines this idea
to establish more understanding of how VCs work, which can
help to make them more effective as a persuasive strategy for
behaviour change.

VCs are an extension of the more classical VR experience.
In the past decades, research on VR focused on the devel-
opment and improvement of the virtual environment, such as
the realism of virtual objects (Hoffman, 1998), the fidelity
of the lighting model (Slater et al., 2009), the virtual depth-
of-field blur (Hillaire et al., 2008) and the spatialization of
the audio-rendering model (Naef et al., 2002, Zotkin et al.,
2004). Besides the external environment surrounding the user
in virtual reality, recently the virtual representation of the user
in the virtual environment, i.e. the virtual body, has gained more
attention. For example, creating a photo-realistic rendering of
users’ own physical image into VR (Achenbach et al., 2017,
Feng et al., 2017), or the synchronization of virtual body
movement with user’s actual physical movement (Banakou
et al., 2013, Slater & Sanchez-Vives, 2014). The latter is often
studied in the context of the virtual body illusion or body
transfer (Maselli & Slater, 2013, Slater et al., 2010). Here, users
experience that virtual body as their own body. This illusion
is regularly enhanced by using real-time mirror reflections of
motor action (De la Peña et al., 2010, Gonzalez-Franco et al.,
2010, Normand et al., 2011) in a virtual mirror. Where virtual
bodies are used to give users the experience of another body,
VCs are used to give users the experience of another cognition,
i.e. thoughts.

VCs are a stream of simulated thoughts people perceive
while emerged in a virtual environment, e.g. by hearing a
simulated inner voice. They can provide people with infor-
mation about a topic or reflections on the current situation or
offer motivational encouragement. The inner voice, regarded
as ‘verbal sets, instructions to oneself, or a verbal interpre-
tation of sensation and perceptions’ (Sokolov, 2012), plays a
crucial role in conscious thoughts. They are believed to serve
various cognitive functions such as self-awareness (Morin &
Everett, 1990), self-reflection (Morin & Hamper, 2012) and,
importantly, self-control (Tullett & Inzlicht, 2010). People
tend to follow the instruction from their inner voice (Morin,

2009, Tullett & Inzlicht, 2010). With the help of a simulated
inner voice, individuals might be able to perceive not only the
external virtual environment, the behaviour and the events via
an avatar, but also the internal thoughts. Together, VCs might
work as a new medium to change people’s beliefs and behavior.

VR, in the form of therapy (Anderson et al., 2013, Bouchard
et al., 2017) or training (Broekens et al., 2012), can con-
tribute to change in people’s beliefs and behaviour. Cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT) is an effective psychotherapeutic
approach in treating phobias (Paquette et al., 2003, Schienle
et al., 2009). It intends to help people with anxiety disorder
gain control over their dysfunctional cognitions and behav-
iors via gradual exposure to the anxiety-provoking stimuli.
Exposure in VR has also extensively been studied. A recent
meta-analysis (Carl et al., 2019) of 30 controlled trials of VR
exposure therapy for anxiety-related disorders concluded that
this therapy is an effective and equal medium for exposure
therapy. Typically in such therapies, patients are exposed to
objects or situations they fear. This can range from seeing a
virtual spider (Garcia-Palacios et al., 2002), snake (Bouchard
et al., 2008) or audience (Pertaub et al., 2002), to situations,
such as, closely confined space (Botella et al., 2000), standing
on a high building (Emmelkamp et al., 2002), sitting in an aero-
plane (Rothbaum et al., 2000) or talking with a virtual character
(Grillon et al., 2006). VCs have the promise to extend these
exposures by directly advancing users’ cognitive understanding
of the situation. The first support for this tenet can be found in
the work of Kang et al. (2019). The authors had users passively
experience giving a public talk in VR. Instead of actually asking
people to give a physical talk in front of a virtual audience,
the authors had them listening to a pre-recorded presentation
from a first-person perspective. The authors found that how
well users identified with the virtual person coincided with how
well they changed their self-efficacy on giving this public talk
in real life. The second support comes from the work of Ding
et al. (2020). They used VCs to train people on negotiation.
By comparing the trainees with an inactive control group, they
found that trainees had improved their self-efficacy, knowledge
about negotiation and their negotiation satisfaction and result.
As these effects were still observed multiple weeks after the
training, it warrants further research into understanding how
VCs work and how its effect can be extended.

Although some studies (Krijn et al., 2004, Price & Anderson,
2007) failed to find a direct relation between the sense of
presence in the virtual world and the outcome of a VR therapy,
others (Price et al., 2011) found some support for such associ-
ation. Still, some indirect support exists. For example, Meuret
et al. (2012) found that fear experienced during exposure is a
weak predictor for therapy outcome. Also, Krijn et al. (2004)
reported that compared to patients that finished the therapy suc-
cessfully, dropouts reported experiencing less presence and less
anxiety in the first half of the first session. Next, a meta-analysis
(Ling et al., 2014) of 33 studies found a medium effect size for
the correlation between the sense of presence and self-reported
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FIGURE 1. Hypothesized relationship between adaptation, owner-
ship, plausibility and eye-gaze behavior.

anxiety during VR exposure. Understanding factors that can
enhance presence, therefore, could be of interest. One such fac-
tor is the alignment of sensory cues in the virtual environment.
For example, does what you see match with what your hear or
smell? Access to a multitude of these cues enhances people’s
sense of presence in VR (Davis et al., 1999, Dinh et al., 1999).
Once exposed in VR, a VC is a cue besides the very dominant
visual sensory cue. Therefore, to adapt VCs to user’s viewing
behaviour, a system would need to know where the users’
eyes are fixated on. Eye-tracking technology could provide
this information. Whereas eye movement conveys informa-
tion about people’s emotional and mental states (Baron-Cohen
et al., 2001), it also gives some insight into people’s attention
because of its functional relation with eye movement (Corbetta,
1998). More specifically, an eye movement toward a location
could induce a concurrent shift of attention toward that same
location. Also, what people perceive triggers and shapes their
thoughts (Allen et al., 2013, Cho et al., 2014, Stroop, 1935). For
example, a room with or without a picture of John F. Kennedy
influences whether people will mention this US president when
asked to name a world famous politician (Qu et al., 2013). This
puts forward the concept of adaptive VCs, i.e. VCs with content
that matches the object of people’s eye fixation. People should
find them more plausible as they seem to be triggered by the
things in the virtual environment.

2. THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

Figure 1 illustrates the key concepts in the relationship between
adaptive VCs and eye-gaze behaviour, which is explained by
the extent people perceive them as plausible and as their own.
Changes in eye-gaze behavior become especially noticeable
when the VCs include instructions where to focus on. In fact,
anyone who has taken a tour at a museum with a handheld
audio guide device has probably experienced this. When the
recorded commentary spoke about a specific physical aspect of
the artefact, you might have found yourself inclined to look at it.

First of all, Fig. 1 shows the direct effect between adaptive
VCs and people’s eye-gaze behaviour (H3). Although provid-
ing VCs could bring benefits for users, it also requires one
more source to attend, thus brings new challenges for users
to deal with selective attention and divided attention. Selective
attention is the ability to select from many factors or stimuli
and to focus cognitive resources on information that is relevant
to our goals or tasks (Gazzaley & Nobre, 2012). On the other
hand, divided attention is the ability to integrate simultaneously
multiple stimuli and allocate cognitive resources between dif-
ferent sets of input (Hahn et al., 2008, Iacoboni, 2005). Suppose
stimuli perceived in a virtual environment are not congruent, in
that case, people might be forced to select and divide attention
across multiple information sources, causing additional cogni-
tive load that interferes with their experience (Wickens et al.,
2015). Whether people select, focus and process the content of
VCs determines whether and to what extent they affect people’s
behaviour. If VCs are coherent with other stimuli, people might
be able to pay more attention to their content and, consequently,
follow up instructions embedded in VCs, i.e. instructional VC.

Next, Fig. 1 hypothesized that the direct effect is mediated
by the sense of ownership and plausibility of the VCs (H4).
Plausibility illusion is one of two factors that affect how people
experience presence in VR (Slater, 2009). This illusion is about
what is perceived as really happening. When it comes to VC, it
refers to the illusion that the VC is being perceived as an actual
cognition, i.e. thoughts in someone’s own head. The other fac-
tor is place illusion, referring to the sense of being there (Slater,
2009). This factor seems less relevant to VCs as they are less
about being in a specific place but more about the person itself.
Instead, the concept of ownership is more suitable. It refers to
‘the sense that I am the one who is undergoing an experience’
(Gallagher, 2000). The sense of ownership is closely linked to
the sense of agency, which received attention because of the
work on the virtual body illusion (Cole et al., 2009, Kilteni et
al., 2012, Nowak & Biocca, 2003, Perez-Marcos et al., 2009),
i.e. a virtual body that people experience as their own. The
sense of agency refers to the feeling of control over one’s
actions (David et al., 2008). For voluntary actions, the sense
of ownership and sense of agency coincide but are distinct
when the sensory experience is passive and involuntary. For
example, when some external force passively moves one’s arm,
the sense of ownership can be still experienced but not the sense
of agency (Gallagher, 2000, Shimada et al., 2005). These two
senses are also regarded as the constitutive components of the
sense of embodiment (Giummarra et al., 2008), which is also
a key concept in VR. It refers to the sensations that emerge
with being inside, having and controlling a virtual body in a
virtual environment (Blanke & Metzinger, 2009, Kilteni et al.,
2012). Kilteni et al. (2012) indicate the sense of embodiment
is grounded on the achievement of these two senses. However,
little is known about the individual contribution of these two
components to the sense of embodiment. When it comes to
thoughts, it is hard to say that a person is in direct conscious
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control of them; however, people would experience them as
their own. In fact, when they do not feel this, people might expe-
rience what is known as thought insertion, a common symptom
of psychosis and associated with schizophrenia, where people
feel their thoughts are not one’s own but being inserted into
their mind (Bortolotti & Broome, 2009, Mullins & Spence,
2003). Framing the effect of inner voice on eye-gaze behaviour
as a simple stimulus-response format helps in understanding
why plausibility and ownership can mediate this effect. VCs
are artificial stimuli. The more they resemble the actual stimuli,
the more they can elicit the related response. Hence, plausibility
and ownership are properties of this resemblance. When they
are high, the resemblance is also high. In that case, people
would be more inclined to follow instructions aimed to guide
eye gaze embedded in VCs (Fig. 1; H2).

Adapting the VCs to the focus of attention (e.g. to user’s eye
gaze) is expected to bring about a higher sense of plausibility
and ownership of the VC (Fig. 1; H1). Providing multiple types
of sensory stimuli, such as visuals, audios and haptics, has the
potential to enhance the sense of presence (Dinh et al., 1999,
Larsson et al., 2007) and task performance. However, this only
happens when the stimuli are consistent, as has been observed
for visual cues and haptic stimuli (Carlin et al., 1997) and for
visual and auditory stimuli in virtual environments (Larsson
et al., 2001, 2007, Lindquist et al., 2016). In contrast, when
inconsistent, presence, memory recall, and task performance
can deteriorate (Larsson et al., 2001). Therefore, adjusting the
VCs to match the visual stimuli has the potential of making the
VCs aligned with a person’s focus of attention and making them
more plausible. Moreover, according to Shimada et al. (2005),
the sense of ownership can be achieved by the integration of
multiple sensory cues, such as the synchrony of visual and
proprioceptive cues, or as Slater (2009) observed propriocep-
tion and visual exteroception. Hence, the adaptation has the
potential of increasing the sense of ownership of the VCs.

Based on the above, four key hypotheses can be formulated
as follows:

H1. Compared to non-adaptive, eye-gaze-adaptive VCs have
a positive effect on people’s perceived ownership (1-a) and
plausibility (1-b) of the VCs.

H2. An individual’s perceived plausibility and ownership of
the VCs are positively associated with the number of eye-gaze
shifts after hearing an instructional VC.

H3. Compared to non-adaptive, eye-gaze-adaptive VCs have
a positive effect on the number of eye-gaze shifts after hearing
an instructional VC.

H4. The effect of eye-gaze-adaptive VCs on the number of
eye-gaze shifts after hearing an instructional VC is at least
partially mediated by people’s perceived ownership (4-a) and
plausibility (4-b) of the VCs.

The remaining part of the paper presents an experiment to
test these four hypotheses in the context of a pre-therapy for
spider and snake phobia. But first, the paper describes the
system we developed for this experiment.

3. SYSTEM

VR environments are being studied and applied in a broad
set of application domains, such as for treatment (Howard,
2017, Valmaggia et al., 2016), education (Freina & Ott, 2015,
Jensen & Konradsen, 2018) and entertainment (De la Peña
et al., 2010, Yung & Khoo-Lattimore, 2019). One of its core
benefits is the ability to experience real-world scenarios in a
safe, controlled and engaging environment. People can transfer
the VR experiences to their real world. For example, in VR
therapy for anxiety disorders, people are exposed to virtual sce-
narios that resemble scenarios they fear in real life. After these
exposures, they are more capable of coping with these real-
life situations (Morina et al., 2015). VR therapy is a cognitive
behavioural therapy. The current emphasis, however, is mainly
on the behavioural component. Extending the virtual exposure
with VCs would allow addressing the cognitive component of
CBT. Therefore, to test the four hypotheses in a potentially
beneficial context, a VR system was developed that could
precede a VR therapy for spider and snake phobia aiming to
improve people’s self-efficacy of coping with the presence of
the feared animal. Being able to do that can be helpful, as
Böhnlein et al. (2020) identify self-efficacy as predictor for
the success of exposure therapy, including for VR (Côté &
Bouchard, 2009).

Following the concept of VR exposure therapy, the fol-
lowing usage scenario was constructed. The exposure ses-
sion consisted of three scenes. In the first scene, users sat
alone at a fixed position in the virtual room, experiencing the
virtual environment from a first-person perspective without
having a virtual body in the virtual environment. Moreover,
the system had no movement capturing and synchronization.
Users heard VCs reflecting on the upcoming appearance of
the feared animal, presenting some facts and information about
these animals. Self-motivational cognitions accompanied these
reflections. The second scene consisted of actual exposure to
the feared animal. The feared animal moved slowly out from a
sofa in the corner to the centre of the room (Fig. 2). Users could
explore the virtual room and look at the animal by moving
their head while being exposed to the VCs. Finally, the animal
crawls out of the room and disappears from the users’ sight.
In the last scene, users were again alone in the virtual room
like the first scene. They heard the VCs that reviewed the
past exposure, their performance and also encouraged them
affirmatively.

For the usage scenario, we designed VCs as follows. Users
could hear three types of VCs, as shown in Table 1: (i) a factual
statement about the feared animal, such as ‘A spider is just
a type of animal people are not so familiar with, but it does
not mean you should feel afraid of it.’; (ii) self-motivational
statements of handling the fear-animal, e.g. ‘You are strong
enough to handle that.’; and (iii) instructions to encourage
specific-gaze behaviour, e.g. ‘Try to look at the spider a bit
longer.’ Each type of VCs has two versions based on the
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FIGURE 2. The screen shot of VR exposure from the perspective of
users: spider condition (above) and snake condition (bottom).

condition: eye-gaze-adaptive VCs and non-eye-gaze-adaptive
VCs. In the first and last scene, users only hear the generic VCs,
i.e. non-eye-gaze-adaptive VCs, which include the first two
types of VCs: factual and self-motivational VCs. Only in the
second scene, which included the feared animal, did the system
use adaptive cognitions that include all three types of VCs.
Once immersed in a virtual room, the system used eye-tracking
technology embedded in a head-mounted display (HMD) to
register whether or not users were fixing their eyes on a virtual
representation of the feared animal. Consequently, the system
could trigger an animal-related VC.

For testing the hypotheses, two versions of the systems were
created: one that had eye-gaze-adaptive VCs and one that only
had generic VCs. In the eye-gaze-adaptive version, the VCs
that users heard depended on where they were looking at. If
users were looking at the spider, the VCs acknowledged that
they were looking at it, described its movement and encouraged
them to continue looking at it. In the non-adaptive version,
no acknowledgment was included about whether they were
looking at the spider or not. As the examples show in Table 1,
the eye-gaze-adaptive version used a formulation that assumed
a specific eye-gaze fixation. For this, the system used a min-
imum fixation threshold of at least 1 second. On the other
hand, the generic version used a formulation that did not make
assumptions about eye fixation.
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The instructions in the VCs also varied to address how
people cope with animals they fear and therefore regulated
their emotion. A deficit in this regulation has been suggested
(Hermann et al., 2009) as a cause for strong emotional reactions
towards feared objects. Emotion regulatory strategies such as
implementation intention, e.g. ‘if I see a weapon, then I will
stay calm and relaxed’, can help in reducing the intensity of
these emotional responses (Azbel-Jackson et al., 2016). Instead
of facing the feared object, people can also use attentional
deployment (e.g. gaze fixation) as a strategy to regulate their
emotion. For example, when they want to decrease an intense
fear response towards a feared object, they can look away or
look less at these emotion-relevant objects (Reekum et al.,
2007, Xing & Isaacowitz, 2006). People with an anxiety dis-
order, such as an intense spider fear, can use this strategy as
well as a seemingly opposite strategy. For example, they might
avoid looking at the animal (‘blunters’) or excessively look
at the animal (‘monitors’) (Antony et al., 2001, Pflugshaupt
et al., 2007). Therefore, at the start of the second scene, the
instructional VC encouraged users to look at the animal, then
later on in the scene, instructional VCs encouraged users to
look away from the animal.

In the second scene of the exposure, the system used five sets
of VCs to randomly sample, without replacement (Table 1).
It used a set of five self-motivational statements. These state-
ments always directly followed after an instructional VCs.
Therefore, the system used similar set sizes for sampling an
instructional VC, five for the eyes fixed on the animal state and
five for the other state. A pilot study empirically determined
the sizes of the factual statement sets. The pilot study showed
that the four pilot participants (1 female, aged from 25 to 38,
M = 30.25, SD = 5.56) triggered 13 VCs on average when
their eyes were fixed on the animal and 18 when their eyes
were not. Consequently, the system used for factual statements
a set size of 8 (13 − 5 = 8) for the eyes fixed on the
animal state and a set size of 13 (18 − 5 = 13) for the other
state.

4. METHOD

To test the hypotheses, an empirical experiment with 24 par-
ticipants was conducted. The experiment had a within-subject
design, where all participants were exposed both the eye-gaze-
and non-eye-gaze-adaptive VCs conditions. The order of the
two conditions was randomized. Each participant was exposed
to another animal in each condition. This reduced the risk of
a potential carry-over effect associated with the experiences
obtained with a specific animal. For each participant, the two
animals were randomly assigned to the two conditions and the
sequence of the animals displayed was also randomized. The
study was approved by the university’s human research ethics
committee (ID: 577) and pre-registered prior to accessing
the data.

4.1. Participants

A total of 27 participants (15 males, 12 females) were recruited
throughout the university campus via e-mail or personal
approach. Three participants dropped off during the experiment
owing to some personal arrangement reasons. The ages of
the remaining 24 participants (14 males, 10 females) ranged
from 22 to 36 (M = 27.83, SD = 3.2). They all spoke fluent
Mandarin. Two participants had a bachelor’s degree; 16, a
master’s degree; and 6, a Ph.D. degree. 29.1% of participants
(7/24) had experienced VR before, the remaining had not.

Although the system was designed with the idea of a pre-
treatment of spider or snake phobia, because of ethical rea-
sons, participants with a high level of spider or snake fear
were excluded from the study. Exclusion criteria were set to
23.76 and 24.44 for the spider questionnaire (SPQ) and the
snake questionnaire (SNAQ) (Fredrikson, 1983), respectively.
Fredrikson (1983) reported these as the mean score for phobia
participants in their study. None of the participants crossed this
threshold (SPQ range [2.0, 18.0], M = 10.0, SD = 5.26; SNAQ
range [4.0, 22.0], M=12.75, SD=6.24).

4.2. Materials and measures

4.2.1. Primary measures
Plausibility of the VCs. To examine how plausible people
found the VCs, we designed a 3-item plausibility questionnaire
based on Rovira et al. (2009) who put forward three key fea-
tures of a plausibility illusion: (1) correlational, the elements of
the virtual environment react to the the actions or behaviour of
the user; (2) credibility, the elements of the virtual environment
or the events in the virtual environment are credible considering
the physical reality and user’s prior knowledge and experience;
and (3) self-reference, the elements of the virtual environment
refer directly to the user. All the items were rated on a scale
from -3 (very bad) to 3 (very good).
Sense of ownership of the VCs. To investigate the sense of
ownership of the VCs, a dedicated questionnaire was created
that was inspired by several existing questionnaires (Kalckert
& Ehrsson, 2012, Olckers, 2013). All 5 items were rated on a
scale from -3 (totally disagree) to 3 (totally agree).
Number of instructions followed up by eye-gaze shifts. The
study used as a behavioural measure, the number of instruc-
tional VCs that upon hearing them resulted in people to shift
their eye gaze to the target mentioned in the instruction. Take,
for example, the situation that participants had their eyes fixed
on a spider. Then, they heard an instruction to shift their eye
fixation away. If they complied to this instruction by fixating
their eyes not on the spider for at least 1 second, this instruction
were counted as been followed up. Similarly, the instructional
VC counted also in the opposite situation. For example, partici-
pants, who initially did not look at the spider, did so for at least 1
second, after hearing to look at the spider. Following Hermans
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FIGURE 3. Experiment procedure.

et al. (1999), only instructional VCs were counted when eye
fixation shift occurred within 3 seconds after hearing them.

The questionnaires used in this study are available online1 .

4.2.2. Secondary measures
Self-efficacy of handling spiders and snakes. Following the
study of Bouchard et al. (2006), a one-item perceived self-
efficacy measure was used. The question was formulated as:
‘On a scale of -5 to 5, to what extent do you feel that you can
face a situation where you are in the presence of one or many
spider(s)?’ Or snakes in the case of the snake exposure. The
item was rated on a scale from -5 (highly certain cannot do) to
5 (highly certain can do).

4.3. Procedure and apparatus

As shown in Fig. 3, the study consisted of four phases: pre-
measurement, audio recording, exposure and post-measurement.
In the first phase, participants signed an informed consent
form and completed self-efficacy questionnaire, fear with
handling spiders (SPQ) and snakes (SNAQ) questionnaire and
form collecting biographical data (e.g. age, gender, education,
previous virtual experience). After this, participants proceeded
to the audio recording phase. Here participants read out the
complete set of 206 VCs, which were presented in a random
order. They were recorded with a pair of in-ear binaural
microphones (SP-TFB-2 Sound Professionals). VCs were
written in Mandarin to match the participants’ mother tongue.

Ding et al.’s study about simulating the inner voice found
that people’s sound perception differs between inner and outer

1 These files are stored for public access on a national database for research data

with the 4TU Center for Research Data in the Netherlands. The DOI to this storage is

https://doi.org/10.4121/14339087.

voice on several sound parameters (Ding et al. 2020). Further-
more, they found these difference to vary between individuals.
Therefore, a similar procedure followed (Ding et al., 2020).
After recording, participants were asked to listen to a part of
their voice recordings and instructed to set seven sound parame-
ters such as pitch, speed and echo to make the recordings sound
as their inner voice. These sound parameter settings were later
used to create the VCs that participants heard in the exposure
phase.

Two measures were in place that reduce potential carry-over
effects from the recording to the exposure. First, the order of
the individual VCs was randomized, both during recording and
exposure. Second, at least one-day interval was taken between
recording and exposure. In the exposure phase, participants, in
both conditions, wore the FOVE 0 HMD, which is equipped
with infrared eye-tracking technology. The specification pro-
vided by its manufacturer FOVE (2019) mentions a tracking
accuracy of 1.15 degree median and frame rate of 120 fps. For
the display resolution it states 2560 × 1440 pixels, with a field
of view up to 100 degrees and a frame rate of 70fps. In addition,
participants wore the same pair of in-ear binaural microphones
to hear the VCs. Once participants wear the headset, they were
asked to follow the instructions of the standard FOVE 0 HMD
calibration procedure, which is displayed on the screen inside
the headset. After the calibration, participants were exposed to
the virtual environment.

The virtual room was created in Unity3D. As mentioned
before, the exposure considered three scenes—before, during
and after exposure to the feared animals (see in Fig. 3)—and
only the second scene included the animal. In the eye-gaze-
adaptive condition, participants were exposed to eye-gaze-
adapted VCs, while in the non—eye-gaze-adaptive condition
to randomly selected generic VC. After the third scene, par-
ticipants completed the questionnaires about ownership and
plausibility of the VCs, after which they again went through
three VR scenes, but this time for the other experimental
condition. During the exposure, the number of instructional
VCs followed up by eye-gaze shift were counted automati-
cally. The experiment ended with the post-measurement phase,
where participants were asked to complete a questionnaire
that assesses the plausibility and sense of ownership of the
VCs and, again, their self-efficacy of handling spiders and
snakes.

4.4. Data preparation and analysis

4.4.1. Data preparation
Cronbach’s alpha showed acceptable levels of reliability for
plausibility (mean α = 0.79; 0.77 and 0.81 for the first and
second exposure, respectively) and the sense of ownership
questionnaire (mean α = 0.85; 0.81 and 0.89 for the first and
second exposure, respectively). Hence, subsequent analyses
used the mean value of the items.
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TABLE 2. Results Bayesian t-tests: eye-gaze-adaptive vs. non-eye-gaze-adaptive VCs, N = 24.

Mean [HDI] (SD)

Adaptive Non-adaptive MD [HDI] Effect size d [HDI] MD* probability below and above

Number of
eye-gaze shift

3.44 [2.60, 4.28] 2.37 [1.65, 3.08]
1.24 [0.43, 2.02]

0.72
0.3% below 0, 99.7% above 0

(0.42) (0.36) [0.15, 1.41]
Ownership 1.68 [1.33, 2.03] 1.12 [0.67, 1.60]

0.55 [0.31, 0.80]
0.99

0% below 0, 100% above 0
(0.18) (0.24) [0.47, 1.50]

Plausibility 1.41 [1.04, 1.76] 1.35 [0.86, 1.82]
0.080 [-0.15, 0.31]

0.15
24.7% below 0, 75.3% above 0

(0.18) (0.24) [-0.26, 0.59]

HDI, 95% high-density interval.
MD, mean difference.

4.4.2. Analysis
A Bayesian approach was used to examine the data. Compared
to the frequentist approach, it has been associated with richer
and more informative inferences, performing well with small
sample sizes, no reliance on sampling distributions and P-
value (Kruschke, 2014). By considering the posterior prob-
ability distribution of the parameter values supporting and
those opposing the hypothesis, the analysis estimated the level
of credibility that could be attributed to each hypothesis and
its alternative. As an interpretation guideline of the posterior
probability, Chechile (2020) labels a probability between 50%
and 75% as ‘not worth betting on’, between 75% and 90% as
‘only a casual bet’, between 90% and 95% as ‘a promising but
risky bet’ and between 95% and 99% as ‘good bet - too good
to disregard’. Also, the analysis estimated the 95% credible
interval (CI), which summarizes the central 95% mass of the
marginal posterior distribution (Vuorre & Bolger, 2018), or
95% highest density interval (HDI), which is the interval that
spans 95% of distribution such that every point outside this
interval has a lower credibility than points inside the interval
(Kruschke, 2014).

All analyses were carried out with R version 3.4.2. The
Bayesian First Aid package (Baath, 2014) was used to inves-
tigate the effect of adapting VCs to eye gaze on people’s per-
ceived plausibility and ownership of the VCs and the numbers
of instructional VCs that were followed up by an eye-gaze
shift. This package is an extension of the Bayesian Estimation
that Supersedes the T-test (BEST) package (Kruschke, 2013,
Meredith & Kruschke, 2018), which works as a Bayesian
estimation alternative to the t-test and calculated HDIs. The
analysis used the default minimally informative priors from the
package, namely standard deviations set to 1000 and exponen-
tially distribution for the ν parameter set to 30.

The bmlm package (Vuorre & Bolger, 2018) was used to
examine the within-subjects mediation effect of the fourth
hypothesis. The analysis used the uninformed default values as
suggested by Vuorre & Bolger (2018) as priors, namely regres-
sion parameters, the prior distributions were zero centered, with

the standard deviations of 1000; for the subject-level effects’
standard deviations a Cauchy distribution was used set to 50;
for the correlation matrix a LKJ prior ν was used and set to 1.
This analysis provides CIs.

All the experiment data and the R markdown file can be
found online2.

5. RESULTS

Table 2 presents the comparison results for the eye-gaze-
adaptive and the control condition, i.e. the non-adaptive
condition. The mean of the credible values shows an increase of
1.24 in the number of instructional VCs followed-up by an eye-
gaze shift for the adaptive condition, with a 95% HDI ranging
from 0.43 to 2.02, which does not include a zero difference as
99.7% of the credible values are above zero. Correspondingly,
the data set gives only a 0.3% support to the alternative
hypothesis, i.e. zero or a reduced eye-gaze shift. Table 2 gives
similar information about the sense of ownership of the VCs.
In the eye-gaze adaptive condition, an increase in ownership
was observed, with a 0.55 mean difference and 95% HDI [0.31,
0.80] that excludes zero. Almost 100% of the credible values
for the difference are above zero and, consequently, there is
almost 0% support for the alternative hypothesis. However,
the data gives less severe credibility to a difference in the
plausibility of the VCs between the two conditions. A total
of 75.3% of the credible values of the posterior probability
distribution support an increase in plausibility, while 24.7% do
not support an increase in plausibility.

Table 3 shows the correlation between the ownership of VCs
and the number of instructional VC followed up by eye-gaze
shift behaviour. It shows some credibility for the claim of a
positive association between them. Still, the 95% HDI [-0.15,
0.43] does not exclude zero or negative values. More precisely,

2 These files are stored for public access on a national database for research data

with the 4TU Center for Research Data in the Netherlands. The DOI to this storage is

https://doi.org/10.4121/14339087.
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TABLE 3. The result of correlation between parameters and the mediation effect of ownership and plausibility.

Correlation Mediation

Correlation [HDI] Probability below and above Mean [HDI] (SD) Probability below and above

Ownership 0.14 [-0.15, 0.43] 18.0% below 0, 82.0% above 0
0.29 [-0.34, 0.97]

19.5% below 0, 80.5% above 0
(0.34)

Plausibility 0.03 [-0.27, 0.32] 43.2% below 0, 56.8% above 0
0.04 [-0.26, 0.41]

40.7% below 0, 59.3% above 0
(0.16)

HDI, 95% high-density interval.

FIGURE 4. Path diagram for the ownership score with point esti-
mates (posterior means) of the parameters and associated 95% inter-
vals (in square brackets below estimates).

82.0% of the credible values indicate a positive association,
and 18.0% do not indicate a positive association. In addition
to this, Table 3 also shows estimates for a mediation effect
that ownership might have on the direct relationship between
eye-gaze adaptiveness and the eye-gaze shift behaviour. As
shown in Fig. 4, after taking indirect ownership relationship
into account, the mean value for the direct effect changes from
1.09 to 0.80. Additionally, 80.5% of the credible values for an
indirect effect change indicate a reduction, while 19.5% do not
indicate a reduction.

The data gave relatively less credibility to a mediation effect
for plausibility. As shown in Table 3, the 95% HDI for the
two slopes did not exclude zero or negative associations. Only
56.8% of the credible values suggests a positive association
between plausibility and eye-gaze behaviour. Likewise, as
shown in Fig. 5, mean estimate for direct effect barely changed

FIGURE 5. Path diagram for the plausibility score with point
estimates (posterior means) of the parameters and associated 95%
intervals (in square brackets below estimates).

only from 1.10 to 1.06. Nevertheless, 59.3% of the posterior
distribution support a reduction in the direct effect, while 40.7%
do not support a reduction in the direct effect.

Analysis of the people’s self-efficacy of handling spiders
and snakes suggest an increase between pre- and post-
measurement. For handling spiders, the mean increase was
1.6 with 95% HDI [0.7, 2.5], while for snakes, it was 2.7, 95%
HDI [1.4, 4.0]. In both cases, almost 100% of the posterior
distribution was above zero.

6. DISCUSSION

This study examined whether adapting VCs to individual’s
eye-gaze affects people’s perceived ownership and plausibility
of these VCs, thus influencing the numbers of instructional
VC followed up by eye-gaze shift. The experiment shows
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credible support for hypotheses 1-a and 3, i.e. that compared
to non-adaptive, eye-gaze-adaptive VCs have a positive effect
on people’s perceived ownership of the VCs and the numbers of
instructional VCs followed-up by eye-gaze shift. For plausibil-
ity (H1-b), the analysis provides relatively less strong credible
support, only 75.3% in support and 24.7% opposing it. The
finding shows a similar pattern for the relationship between,
on the one hand, ownership and plausibility of the VCs and,
on the other hand, the numbers of instructional VCs followed
up by eye-gaze shift. While support in favour of a positive
association for ownership was 82.0% (H2-a), for plausibility
it was merely 56.8% (H2-b). The analysis also provided some
credible support for the fourth hypotheses, the mediating effect
of ownership (H4-a) and plausibility (H4-b) that could partly
explain the increase in eye-gaze shifts when VCs become eye-
gaze adaptive. Support for ownership mediation was 80.5%,
while for plausibility a mere 59.3%. Although these findings
are sometimes less strong, they seem overall in favour of all
hypotheses, especially the ones related to ownership.

Like any empirical study, this study has some limitations
that should be considered. First, a confounding variable for
the difference between the adaptive and non-adaptive condition
was the co-manipulation of cognitions that used information
about the person’s eye fixation and generic formulated VCs. It
ensured that participants in the control condition were not con-
fronted with conflicting VCs, e.g. while not looking at the snake
hearing ‘Stop looking out for the snake all the time. Turn your
gaze away!’. Removing such potential artificial conflicts by
offering generic cognitions resulted in plausible cognitions in
both conditions, and hence likely led to less strong support for
plausible related hypotheses. A second limitation is a potential
error in eye-gaze shift counting caused by the accuracy of the
eye-tracking device. For example, whereas people might have
looked above the spider, it might have been classified as looking
at the spider. Although this might not have systematically
biased measurement towards one of the conditions, it could
have resulted in some conflicting VCs in the adaptive eye-
gaze conditions. The third limitation is the use of non-validated
questionnaires. Instead, the plausibility and ownership ques-
tionnaire were specifically created for this study based on the-
oretical concepts and inspired by other related questionnaires.
Still, despite this potential limitation, the findings support the
superiority of the eye-gaze-adaptive condition. The fourth and
final limitation was the use of non-phobic patients in this
experiment because of ethical constraints. Therefore, caution
should be taken when generalizing the findings to a phobic
population. Still, the observed improvement in self-efficacy is
promising.

This study can be extended in many directions. First, besides
increasing the plausibility and ownership of VCs, other mech-
anisms could be explored that influence the effect of VCs.
Potential mechanisms might be the perspective-taking to hear
the VCs or the pronouns (e.g. you, I or one’s name) to refer
to the self within the VCs. For instance, Osimo et al. (2015)

argued that different perspective-taking to hear and observe can
change individual’s habitual ways of thinking about personal
problems. Myers et al. (2014) found that when people were
instructed to take a different perspective (i.e. imagine yourself
or imagine someone else) their attitude towards helping others
also changed. Kross et al. (2014) indicated that using a different
perspective to refer to the self (i.e. I or one’s own name) during
introspection can influence people’s ability to regulate their
thoughts, feelings and behaviour. Similar effects have been
observed in VR, when people experience from a first-person
perspective the world of a person with another skin colour
(Banakou et al., 2016, Peck et al., 2013), a child (Banakou
et al., 2013, Slater et al., 2010) or of a superhero (Rosenberg
et al., 2013). This has often been done by giving people a
virtual body of a specific individual. Could something similar
be accomplished with VCs? Until now, research has focused
on exposing people to VCs that match their own inner voice.
What would happen if people are exposed to cognitions that
are clearly alien to their own? For example, Banks et al. (2004)
exposed people to the world of someone with schizophrenia,
including both audio and visual hallucinations. Combining
VCs and virtual body, therefore, could potentially give people
new experiences. For example, extending the work by Slater
et al. (2010) by exposing adults to cognitions of a child in
addition to giving them the body of a child.

Instead of a snake or spider phobia, future research could
also explore the feasibility of VCs in other application areas.
For example, targeting to social skills training, VCs can work
as a medium to provide users with knowledge of social skills,
encourage them and help them to reflect on their performance
(Ding et al., 2020). For the treatment of autism, VCs could
be studied for their ability to act as a guidance by helping
people understanding social cues, similar to the idea of social
story intervention (Adjorlu et al., 2018). Besides studying
VCs, this study also shows the potential of using eye-tracking
information in VR. Further research might, therefore, explore
the experience when other elements in the virtual world react
to people’s eye gaze. For example, Ginkel et al. (2019) adapted
the behaviours of a virtual audience depending on eye gaze of
the user who gave a public talk.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates that adapting VCs to individual’s eye
gaze is likely to have a guiding effect on people’s eye-gaze
behaviour in VR and to enhance people’s perceived ownership
of the VCs. Its main contribution can be summarized as pro-
viding initial empirical evidence about the effect of the eye-
gaze-adaptive VCs technique— a technique with the potential
of enhancing the effectiveness of VCs as a new training or
intervention method. The more practical contribution of the
study is the insight into the implementation of VCs in VR
exposure, especially for a pre-therapy of the spider and snake
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phobia. Moreover, we hope that the presented study serves as
an inspiration for more research into the mechanism underlying
the effect of VCs.
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